


sustainable when industry partners and the host community

help to realise them through their delivery of services to

and interaction with the visitors.  This speaks volumes for

the importance of concerted efforts among policy makers,

industry partners, and the respective host community in the

process of destination branding.  Academic conferences and

discussions on destination branding can serve as useful

platforms for different parties to meet and exchange views,

and to link theory to practice.

Fanny Vong, PhD

President
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The Second International

Conference on Destination

Branding hosted by IFT last

December reflected on a

substant ia l  and growing

interest in how cities, regions,

and nat ions  c reate  and

communicate unique sets of

beliefs about what they can

offer to vacationers, along with the psychological process

of how such beliefs are registered.  The central concepts of

place branding revolve around image, positioning and

marketing. Image creation, being the first step in destination

branding, draws upon an insightful analysis of what the

destination can offer that stands out among other competitive

candidates.  Such image, often based on a combination of

artefacts and intangible cultural characteristics of the

destination and people concerned, has to be identified and

supported foremost by industry partners and the host

community.  Brand slogans such as Malaysia Truly Asia ,

100% pure New Zealand , and Incredible India  create the

very first expectations and images of destinations among

first time visitors.  However, such images are only
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President s Message

Editorial - Destination seeks marketing doctor s advice
Marketing Doctor:  Please sit down.  How may I help you?

Macao:  Well doctor, I don t feel comfortable with myself or

with how others are looking at me.  It s difficult for me to

express who I really am - like I m having an identity crisis.

I m a destination searching for a way to properly define

myself to the greater world out there.

Doc:  Ah.  What sort of identities do you feel you put forth?

Macao:  Well, for one, I feel like I m one big traffic jam trying

to untangle itself.  Also, I know I carry a certain amount of

diversity, mainly due to my mixed-culture family tree, but is

that a good thing?

Doc:  Hmm; so, how do you express your diversity?

Macao:  Oh, doctor, I can be such a fun destination. I m

excited about sports like wushu, hockey and of course —

RACING!  I even have come to appreciate basketball AND

rugby!

Doc:  My, that is impressive.  What else are you interested

in?

Macao:  I m fascinated with my historical origins, and have

spotlighted more than 20 key points of interest - in case

someone wants to engage in that sort of thing.

Doc:  This all seems quite valuable towards expressing your

true character.  What is the main difficulty that you face?

Macao:  Well, there s this other part of me; truth be told, I

kind of appreciate this part of me.  It s kind of how I ve pitched

myself for most of my life.  But, some people call me the

gaming Mecca  like it s a stigma or something.  Hey, it pays

the bills.

Doc:  Why don t you have a chat with your family members,

and ask friends who visit what they find fascinating and

interesting about you.  After hearing from them, you could

target those who don t know you, but have an interest in

you.

Macao:  You know, I have been a part of conferences that

looked into things like being comfortable with your own

reputation. Gosh, I might even be able to re-create my own

personal slogan — I m sort of over that me-being-the-

difference thing; it just doesn t carry the oomph I ve been

needing in my global life. Thank you, doctor!

Tom Wilhelm

Editor
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Creating moments for others to pause, reflect, smile and appreciate:  Roger Pride
Roger Pride possesses a
quick wit and shrewd sense
of (marketing) awareness,
which often provide fuel for
humourous anecdote(s).  As
Director of Marketing for the
Wales Tourist Board, Roger
speaks proudly of his team.
Award-winning campaigns
have been abundant, and
Wales has received much
attention due to expression

of simple moments of reflection on what Wales (and her
people) are truly all about.

T:  Roger, could you start by telling us about designing the
Wales/Cymru logo?

R:  There s legend in Wales about the red dragon of Wales
fighting the white dragon of England.  So you certainly could
not have any dragon other than the red.  We ended up with
this logo that is discernable as a dragon in terms of style,
yet very different to anything else that is out there in Wales.
It has elements of tradition, but also a contemporary and
stylish design.

T:  I recently saw a Yamasaki  motor scooter shop in Macao.
You had mentioned the land of contrasts  and 590,000
Google hits of destinations that use that strap line.  Is that
shop engaging in identity theft (Yamaha/Kawasaki)?  And,
have you examples of destinations borrowing identities?

R:  I wouldn t have called that identity theft — it sounds to
me like a bit of fun.  When I see evidence of this I would
regard it as just poor marketing by poor marketers.

In a more serious environment, I remember the first
campaign that I undertook, developed for the Wales
Tourism Board, which was called Two hours and a million
miles away;  and within a year Jersey was An hour away
and a world apart.

So, you see lots of these imitation campaigns; and I just
think it s plagiarism. If all you can do is be a me-too
marketer, then you re not really succeeding. You have to be
first to market as well.  Only one can innovate, and then
everybody else follows.

T: Roger, please expand on your (previous) presentation s
focus on destination reputation, and possible implications for
Macao.

R: Ultimately we re reputation managers. I was in a
presentation once and somebody said to me, your
reputation is what people say about you when you re not
there.

That really resonated with me and I thought, God yeah,
that is what it s about.  And that s ultimately what we have
to strive for in destination marketing; we have to ensure
that when people talk about (where) the market is, they say
the right things.  Now, for many destinations, the biggest
challenge they have is in having something that is
projecting them to the world.

Macao has developed over the years as a trading center -
as a place where people exchanged things.  So, perhaps
commercial exchange could be used as an entry point into
casinos and gambling because ultimately that s what it is, a
form of commercial exchange — and then on the tourism
side, it could be used as an entry point into the Heritage
and history of Macao around its development as a trading
center where people from different parts of the world have
come together.

T:  Kindly share some thoughts on use of humour in
branding — particularly in Wales.

R: What we try to do is shout quietly about Wales; there s a
real pride in the advertising and a confidence in the
advertising.  It is self deprecating to a level but it s actually:
we think we re great, but we re saying it in a way that
hopefully breaks down barriers and makes people more
engaged and more able to take on board what we re trying
to say.  If you say things with a smile on your face, then
you ve got much more chance of having people listen and
take notice of you.  And if you re pontificating, then you ve
got less chance.

T:  What are your thoughts concerning practitioner and
academic interaction?

R:  A point that struck me (this morning) is that there seems
to be like an alternate universe (of people who are in
tourism academia) that my team would never ever come
into contact with.  I think we ve got to start using the same
language.  There s a real challenge for the academic world
in tourism to find a way of engaging with practitioners, in a
way that the practitioners actually feel is relevant to them.
So, I would say, treat destination market practitioners as a
potential market and put into practice lots of things that you
learn through your studies in talking to us as an audience -
and try to engage with us, because with few exceptions I
don t think that that necessarily happens.

Tom Wilhelm
Editor
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Dr. Sheryl E. Kimes, Professor of Operations

Management at Cornell University s School of Hotel

Administration, delivered a two-day Executive

Development Programme (EDP) on Revenue

Management co-organised by the Cornell -Nanyang

Institute of Hospitality Management in Singapore and

IFT. The EDP was held at IFT in March.

Sophy U
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Executive Development Programme with Cornell-Nanyang Institute of Hospitality

Management

This was one question that got the audience thinking at the

public seminar held by IFT and the Cornell-Nanyang Institute

of Hospitality Management at the Venetian on 26 February.

Dr. Don Dioko, Director of Research at IFT, shared Insights

Regarding the Macao Consumers,   giving a profile of

residents and visitors -- what they felt about the quality of

life in Macao and the services they consumed.  Visitors

generally rated their service experiences more highly than

residents. More comparative studies are currently under way

regarding consumers in Macao.

The second presentation by Dr. Robert Kirby, a Macao-

based consultant, was about Bringing Out the Best in

People - Managing Human Capital.   He offered six

strategies for organisations to cope with the  recruitment,

retention and development (RRD) challenges critical to their

success: hiring for attitude, training for skills, motivating

people, encouraging the learning and sharing of best

practices, forging teamwork and leading people to achieve.

The seminar was chaired by Dr. Sheryl E. Kimes, Professor

of Operations Management at the˚School of Hotel

Administration, Cornell University, and currently the

 Are visitors happier with Macao services than residents?

Singapore Tourism Board Distinguished Professor of Asian

Hospitality Management.

Dr. Cheng Soo May
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Training of Cultural Tourism Site Managers and Specialist Heritage Guides at
Angkor, Siem Reap, Cambodia for UNESCAP and UNESCO

11-16 February, Siem Reap, Cambodia: Upon the

invitation of the United Nations Economic and Social

Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) and the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organisation (UNESCO), IFT - represented by Dr. Sharif

Shams Imon and Mr. Ong Chin Ee - led the training of

cultural tourism site managers and specialist heritage guides

for the Angkor World Heritage site. The workshop was jointly

organised by UNESCAP and UNESCO in close

partnership with the Cambodian Ministry of Tourism,

Authority for Protection and Management of Angkor and the

Region of Siem Reap (APSARA). It was the fourth joint

UNESCAP-UNESCO workshop on the topic in which IFT

played an active role in delivering the programme.  The

previous three workshops were held in Vietnam, Thailand

and Lao PDR.

Commissioned by UNESCAP and financed by the Govern-

ment of France, the Cultural Tourism Site Management

programme was created in 2007 to introduce conservation

and management perspectives for cultural tourism locations

in the Greater Mekong sub region.  The combined work-

shops allowed Angkor site managers and heritage guides

to interact with each other along with local and international

training teams consisting of architects, conservationists,

historians and tourism professionals.

Chin-Ee Ong and Dr. Sharif Shams Imon
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Dr. Sharif (first right) with participants of the programme

11th Summer International Exchange Programme on Intangible Heritage and
Tourism  supported by UNESCAP

Following the success of previous Summer Programmes,

another will be forthcoming in late June.  The programme

aims to explore key issues related to intangible heritage

and tourism.  It is our great honour that United Nations

Economic and Social commission of Asia and the Pacific

(UNESCAP) will send two resource persons as key

speakers of the programme. During the programme,

students will be exposed to themed seminars and field visits.

The programme is for undergraduate students who are

nominated by their home universities. More information can

be found at www.ift.edu.mo.

Louisa Lam
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Mystery Shopper Project
If we don t take care of our customer , someone else will.  — Anonymous

A charity event: The Power of 10 Cents

Last semester, Year 4 students went shopping and got

academic credit for it.  In their Service Quality Management

course students went to service establishments as mystery

shoppers  to sample and evaluate the services received.

Students then visited back of the house to observe the

facilities  layout, and interview managers responsible for

customer service.  Applying service management tools learnt

in the course, the students analysed the service quality and

factors contributing to it, then made recommendations for

improvement.

Through the exercise, students were better able to

appreciate service issues facing the hospitality industry and

to think creatively about how to help the establishments they

visited.

Managers from participating companies were very

accommodating and welcomed the students  well-intended,

sometimes critical, evaluation.  According to Mr. Joseph

Chan, Manager of Rocks Hotel, Students bring a fresh eye

to see things that we may miss when we are here every

day.   Mr. Chris Lee, Manager of the Afrikaan Barbeque

Restaurant, agreed, It is helpful to have such feedback from

students who bring a friendly reminder to our staff, so we

can improve before the real assessors visit us!   Ms.

Josephine Tan, Marketing Manager of Macau.Com,

expressed praise for IFT students,  We were very impressed

by the amount of work to study and understand our business,

including the initiative to do mystery shopping on our

website.

This project will continue; companies in the hotel, retail, F&B,

tourism and related services sectors are most welcome to

participate. Interested companies please contact Mr. William

Wong, at (853) 85983-049 or by email: williamw@ift.edu.mo.

Dr. Cheng Soo May
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Tourism Event Management Year 3 students of the Tourism

College have made their breakthrough in event hosting!

Following the successful launch of the Slow Food Macao

Chapter last year, the same group of students teamed up

with Caritas Macau to host a series of fundraising charity

events, The Power of 10 Cents.

The Power of 10 Cents aimed to increase our awareness

so that we cherish, love and care for the elderly and children.

These events also raised funds for Caritas Macau.

Led by course lecturers, Ms. Clara Lei and Mr. Dino Couto,

the class of 39 students was divided into several functional

teams, which were responsible for hosting the event.  A visit

to an orphanage marked the beginning of the 10 Cents

movement in November 2007, along with the introduction

of the giant 10-cent donation box and wishing tree.

Promotional activities took place on our IFT campus,

accompanied by concurrent promotions and donation

activities at several schools in Macao.

The 10 Cents activities concluded with a delightful finale on

7 December with sponsors and partners. Entertainment

included professional magic shows, pop dance, student

performances, lucky draws, and our very own in-house

production of talent shows by Institute lecturers!  Thanks to

the support from IFT, the Year 1 students who kindly

volunteered, as well as our partners and sponsors, the series

of events raised MOP16,317.30 for Caritas Macau.

Year 3, Tourism Event Management
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MOP16,317.30 raised for Caritas Macau
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Dean s List of Fall Semester of 2007/08

The objectives of the Dean s list are to:

- recognise excellence in academic achievement among

students

- be a motivating mechanism for students to excel

- instil in students a sense of pride and long-term connection to

IFT

20 students have been nominated for the Dean s list:

1. Qi Ying, Erica (Tourism Business Management Year 1)

2. Liu Hanjie, Iris (Hotel Management Year 1)

3. Tam Ka Wun, Karen (Hotel Management Year 1)

4. Law Wai Long, Way (Hotel Management Year 1)

5. Tang Lun Fai, Jason (Hotel Management Year 1)

6. Wan Ka In, Cecilia (Hotel Management Year 1)

7. Ho Teng U, Genevieve (Hotel Management Year 1)

8. Chan Cheng Chu, Irene (Hotel Management Year 1)

9. Zhang Wenjia, Renee (Hotel Management Year 1)

10. Zhang Xiaoyue, Carol (Tourism Business Management Year 2)

11. Mak Un In, Edith (Hotel Management Year 2)

12. Im Ut Lon, Billy (Hotel Management Year 2)

13.Li Lin, Cathy (Hotel Management Year 2)

14.Wong Ka Lai, Carrie (Heritage Management Year 3)

15. Chan Inaciso Pang Chi, Inaciso (Heritage Management Year 3)

16. Ho Kuai San, Canny (Tourism Event Management Year 3)

17. Ieong Hio Ian, Natalie (Tourism Business Management Year 4)

18.Xu Dan, Daphne (Incoming Exchange Student)

19.Anne Berendina Maria Nieuwenburg (Incoming

Exchange Student)

20.Nicole Ashley Rossley (Incoming Exchange Student)

Let s congratulate them on their great achievement last

semester.

Louisa Lam
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A big Thank You  to our guest speakers

Challenges of Managing a Hotel  by Mr. Colin Teo Boon

Lin, General Manager of Grand Waldo Hotel, Macao, on 22

February.

New and Emerging Trends in Austral ian Event

Management  by Ms. Alexandra Macaulay, on 3 March.

Branding and 2.0 Travel  by Ms. Corinne Janssen, Senior

Director of Sales and Marketing of pre-opening office of

Starwood Hotel & Resort Macao, on 3 March.

Becoming Excellent Service Professionals  by Mr. Grant

Bowie, President and General Manager of Wynn

Resorts (Macau) from 2003 to 2007, Adjunct Professor in

Tourism and Leisure Management of the University of

Queensland, on 12 March.

An Introduction to Retail Management  by Mr. Andy Hou,

Retail Operations Manager of Louis Vuitton in Macao on 14

March.

Skills Set: What International Companies Seek  by Mr.

Henry Brockman, Chairman of the British Business

Association, on 19 March.

What do you do when my product won t be around in the

future - Impacts of Climate Change  by Prof. Bruce Prideaux

of the James Cook University Queensland, Australia, on 2

April.

The Best in People — Managing Human Capital  by Dr.

Robert Kirby, President of Kirby Leadership and Hospitality,

on 8 April.

Macau in Olden Days  by Prof. Gustavo da Roza, Former

Director by School of Architecture, University of Manitoba,

Canada, on 15 April.

Recent research on path dependent tourism development

in China  by Prof. Xu Honggang of the Zhangshan University

in China, on 21 April.

Impact of Globalisation on Tourism  by Dr. Bjorn Nordtveit,

Research Assistant Professor of the University of Hong

Kong, on 21 April.

Service Climate of Teamwork in Giordano  by Ms. Catherine

Lam. Researcher of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University,

on 21 — 23 April.

Understanding the role of aviation and aviation regulations

in tourism planning and development  by Prof. Bob

McKercher of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, on 24

April.

Tamami Ogata
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PACES offering F&B seminars, workshops and courses
As a tourism and hospitality educational institute, IFT has

been dedicated to assisting local professionals in keeping

up with global food and wine trends.

In January, PACES held an Old and New World Wine

Seminar for local professionals.  It was a real honour to

have Mr. Derrick Lee, President of the International

Bartenders Association, as our seminar speaker.  Mr. Lee

has wide experience in this area and served as Divisional

Manager of the Educational Institute of Singapore Hotels

Association.  He shared his knowledge about old and new

world wines, such as how the climate and soil of the different

continents and countries affect the growth of different types

of vines leading to the production of a great variety of wine

styles.

In February, Mr. Bobby Wong, Chevalier de l Association

Internationale des Maitres, Knight of the International

Association of the Master Consultants in French

Gastronomy, and winner of The Hong Kong Best Sommelier

Award in 1995, came to the Institute to teach International

wine decanting standards and techniques, and to

demonstrate how decanting techniques vary among

countries.  Two sessions were held, and lucky attendees

were very impressed by Wong s knowledge and skills and

hope he could come back soon to share more with local

professionals.

During the months of April to June, we will be organising

courses and seminars on Flairtending, Cheese, Culinary

Herbs and Australian & New Zealand Wine.  Please visit

our website for updated information.

PACES
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Establishments serving various types of food and beverage

and targeting different markets are flourishing; professionals

do their best to provide good food with good service quality

in order to become competitive.  But more importantly, food

that is served to the customers must be safe.  In order to

increase local professionals  and citizens  awareness of the

importance of Food Hygiene and the proper techniques of

handling food, IFT will launch a new programme this year -

Servsafe Food Protection Manager Certif ication.

Programme contents include: the importance of food safety,

how to prevent food-borne illness and cross contamination.

Servsafe food protection manager training
The certificate is accredited by the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI)-Conference for Food Protection

(CFP), which is recognised worldwide as a quality institution

in the area of food safety.  Don t miss the opportunity to

gain this international recognition.

PACES
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Mr. Derrick Lee sharing his knowledge about old and new world wines

Mr. Bobby Wong demonstrating decanting technique
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A taste of the workplace
IFT s Diploma in Western Culinary Skills and Diploma in

Pastry and Bakery Skills have been well-appreciated in

recent years; the number enrolled has been doubled to

accommodate the needs of the industry.  Students complete

at least 384 hours internship during, or upon completion of,

the courses taken at IFT.

Last year, Senna Fernandes Tertuliano was a trainee in

the pastry kitchen of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel.  All bakers

and pastry cooks shared their experience and gave guidance

in preparing different sauces and techniques for preparing

pastries and baked goods.  He learnt how to work with others

as a team - as well as how to handle things independently.

May, Wong Shui Wan had her practicum at the Regency

Hotel serving as a chef s assistant.  She prepared the

breakfast buffet and lunch set.  She felt that the chefs were

considerate and eager to share their experience and skills.

May gained more knowledge of quantity control, customer s

preferences, food matching and techniques of making food

more visually appealing and appetizing.

A student of the Diploma Programme in Pastry and Bakery,

Cheong I Man, finished her practicum at the Mandarin

Oriental Hotel last year.  She was quite grateful to widen

her horizons in such a pleasant working environment and

atmosphere.

Lou Heong In joined the Diploma Programme in Western

Culinary and gained valuable experience from his internship

at the Westin Resort last summer.  Along with the hands-on

experiences that he gained, he was moved by the team

spirit and the caring management.  The hotel emphasised

good communication with staff and placed great importance

on their morale and sense of belonging.

PACES
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IFT has been offering Event and Tourism, Hospitality Management Certificate and Diploma

programmes as well as Culinary Diploma programmes for the purpose of expanding talent

and fostering more professionals for the local industry.

If you wish to pursue professionalism in these fields please don t miss the application period,

which will be from 26 May to 06 June.  Detailed information of the programmes can be found

at http://www.ift.edu.mo/En/Programmes/diploma_course.aspx

PACES
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2008/09 Intake for Certificate and Diploma Programmes

Cheong I Man enjoyed the internship experience

May found the internship experience very practical

Supervisor, Herve Lemonon (right) looks very impressed with Senna s work
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Welcome programme for exchange students in 2nd semester of 2007/08

IFT has a total of 13 exchange students from Mainland

China, South Korea, Sweden and The Netherlands. They

Dubai, in the U.A.E, is a 24/7 city; excusive hotel groups

that associate with the world s top management hoteliers

are proud of their middle-eastern hospitality culture.  The

Ritz — Carlton hotel, Sheraton International, Oasis

International, Hilton International and Kempinski

Internship at Dubai, UAE
International have announced their development plan to

collaborate with the Dubai Royal Hotel investment group —

Jumaireh International.

My Dubai life is never boring thanks to the tailored

professional sales and marketing and revenue management

training delivered by my internship provider, Dusit Thani

Dubai, a five-star international hotel group.

Sherrie Huang Qianwen

Year 3, Tourism Business Management
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Having fun with the team building activities

Training Manager of Dusit Thani, Dubai and Sherrie (right) at Dubai Madinat

Mr. Weibing (Max) Zhao joins us as a

lecturer  in  our  tour ism bus iness

management programme.  He is a PhD

candidate at the University of Calgary

(Canada), holds a master s degree in

Tourism Management and a bachelor

degree in Management Science.  Max has taught tourism

subjects in both Mainland China and Canada.  His research

interests focus on entrepreneurship and small business

development, tourism destination management, tourism

policy and planning, and China-related tourism issues.  He

has published in: Tourism Management, Current Issues in

Tourism, Tourism Recreation Research, and Chinese

Geographical Science. ˚˚˚
˚

Mr. Samson Leong  joins us as a

lecturer in our business management

area, specialising in economics and

management studies.  Before starting

his academic career, Samson worked

took part in a Welcome Programme  week in early February

that included Cantonese classes, an Institute presentation,

a campus tour and IFT special activity  Chef for a day!

IFT will continue to receive exchange students from our

overseas partner institutions. For more information, please

contact our Office for International Affairs of Registry at

office@ift.edu.mo.

Louisa Lam
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in the hotel industry for five years.  Prior to joining IFT,

Samson was a faculty member at the Macau Inter University

Institute. Our students will definitely benefit from his

experience in both the hotel industry and academic

sectors.

Here are the new members who also joined IFT from
January — March 2008:

January
Ada, Chan Sao Vun as Administrative Assistant of Central
Services
Lam Sio In as Room Attendant of Pousada de Mong-H
Leong Peng Nam as Cook of Food & Beverage
Cheong Im Ha as Kitchen Assistant of Food & Beverage
Lei Lai Kun as Kitchen Assistant of Food & Beverage

March
Lerita, Iu Wai Cheng as Administrative Assistant of Food &
Beverage
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Welcome aboard!
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Inauguration ceremony of the 14th IFT Student Union and Sub-organisations

The Inauguration ceremony of the 14th IFT Student Union
and sub-organisations was held in the Grand Hall of IFT on
21 January. IFT President, Dr. Fanny Vong, encouraged new
members of the Student Union to achieve higher success.

The new president of the Executive Committee, Ms.
Stephanie Lao, said she will keep in contact with the
societies and other universities.

At the end of the ceremony, all the Student Union members

In September 2007, I went to Japan to have my exchange

programme.

During my six-month stay, I had many experiences of the

Japanese culture, especially politeness.

I am glad that I studied there for a semester.  This experience

is a treasure to me.  I would like to say thank you to IFT and

APU. I will always keep in mind the friends that I met in

Japan and all the special things that happened there.

Orson Wong Chi Wai

Year 2, Heritage Management
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Wonderful life at Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, Japan

Group photo of new board members and honourable guests at the ceremony

Orson at the gate of Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University

were sworn-in and took pictures with the honoured guests.

Student Union
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National Kaohsiung Hospitality College Welcome Programme

French International School site survey in Hong Kong
Kong.  They were guided by the principal of FIS, Mr. Trividic,

and by two IFT lecturers, Dr. Francisco Pinheiro and Dr.

Baudouin Neirynck.  This was to prepare the students for a

joint-project exercise within the Hotel Operations, Properties

and Facilities Management and Cost Control courses.

Thanks to all who participated in the trip.

Dr. Baudouin Neirynck
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On 16 February, the group representatives of Hotel

Management Year 3 went for a site visit to survey the

architectural and facilities features of the French

International School (FIS) at Jardine s Lookout in Hong

Happy and curious IFT visitors explore FIS

Remembered forever
Our beloved colleague Mr. Pedro Lobo passed away this February.  His love, kindness, wit and enthusiasm will be
deeply missed and remembered.  Pedro s zeal and devotion to education will continue to be acknowledged throughout
the Institute.  May he rest in peace.
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Overseas interns at IFT

Overseas interns in F & B Julius Salmi (left) and Gheorghe

Dragoi (right), from Glion Institute of Higher Education,

Switzerland
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National Kaohsiung Hospitality College visiting IFT!
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